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Engineer’s Certification

I, Anthony D. Chaumont, P.E. #72473, certify that I currently hold an active
Professional Engineers License in the State of Florida and am competent
through education or experience to provide engineering services in the civil
and traffic engineering disciplines contained in this plan, print, specification, or
report.
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I further certify that this Road Safety Audit (RSA) was prepared by me or under
my responsible charge as defined in Chapter 61G15‐18.001 F.A.C. and that all
statements, conclusions and recommendations made herein are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge and ability.
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SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) Bridge
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Figure 1: Project Location
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Introduction
The RSA at SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) was conducted to:

Road Safety Audit Process
The Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Safety Office has established
the Road Safety Audits (RSA) process as a way to further enhance the overall
safety performance of roadways for all users. An RSA is the formal safety
performance examination of an existing or future road or intersection by an
independent, multidisciplinary team. It qualitatively estimates and reports on
potential road safety issues and identifies opportunities for improvements in
engineering, education, enforcement, and emergency response to improve
safety for all road users.
The goal of an RSA is to save money and time and reduce the number and
severity of crashes. RSAs are a low‐cost, proactive approach to safety that
considers all road users and identifies opportunities to enhance safety and
reduce the number and severity of crashes.
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Identify project or road in service to be audited.
Select RSA team.
Conduct pre‐audit meeting to review project information.
Perform field observations under various conditions.
Conduct audit analysis and prepare report of findings.
Present audit findings to Project Owner/Design Team.
Project Owner/Design Team prepares formal response.
Incorporate findings into project when appropriate.

Road Safety Audit Purpose

W
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O

This RSA was conducted to focus on pedestrian/bicycle safety along SR‐510
(Wabasso Beach Road) traversing the Indian River Lagoon waterway from the
city of Wabasso to Wabasso Beach in Indian River County. This RSA was
conducted on Monday and Tuesday, October 12 and 13, 2015, in response to a
citizen request to evaluate the bridge for bicycle safety.
1/26/2016
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The objective of this RSA was to answer the following questions:
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A typical RSA consists of the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Evaluate roadway and roadside features, design elements, and local
conditions (glare, night visibility, adjacent land uses, etc.) that would
increase the likelihood and severity of pedestrian or bicycle crashes.
Review first‐hand the interaction of the various design elements with
each other and the surrounding road network.
Observe how roadway users are interacting with the roadway facility
and other roadway users.
Determine if the needs of all roadway users are adequately and safely
met.
Explore emerging operational trends and/or safety issues at that
location.

What environmental, design, and behavioral elements present
potential safety concerns at this location; to what extent, and under
what circumstances?
What engineering, education, and enforcement opportunities exist to
eliminate or mitigate identified safety concerns?

Road Safety Audit Team Members
Tindale Oliver conducted pre‐audit coordination with stakeholders to
familiarize and engage potential partners on the RSA process and outcomes
and to provide participants with an opportunity to exchange information and
ideas and to ask questions. In addition to the core RSA team, stakeholders in
the audit included representatives from FDOT Traffic Operations, the MPO,
and local bike groups.

D4 Road Safety Audit: SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) Bridge
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Introduction
Core Road Safety Audit Team Members

FDOT’s policy is that when a guardrail or other barrier exists and the
roadway pavement is continuous to the face of the barrier, the bicycle
lane shall not be less than 5 feet wide. This policy provides more safe
clearance space between vehicles and bicycles in lanes adjacent to
one another.

Anthony Chaumont, P.E., Tindale Oliver
Kevin Moderie, E.I., Tindale Oliver
Road Safety Audit Stakeholders
Mark Plass, P.E., FDOT District Traffic Operations Engineer
Jonathan Overton, P.E., FDOT Asst. District Traffic Operations Engineer
Yujing “Tracey” Xie, P.E., FDOT D4 Safety Engineer
Adriana Rodriguez, P.E., PTOE, FDOT D4 Traffic Operations – Safety
Studies Engineer
Morteza Alian, FDOT D4 District Materials Engineer
Ramon Otero, P.E., FDOT D4 Structures Design Engineer
Howard Webb, P.E., FDOT D4 Design Engineer
Andy Sobczak, MPO Indian River County Bike/Ped Coordinator
Tom “Smokey” Vanoy, Chief, Fire/EMS Emergency Service Station #11
Hugh Aaon, League Cycling Instructor #4671, Advocacy Director
David Ederer, Managing Member, NAVO Builder, LLC

Key information from stakeholders included the following:

Citizen opinions to FDOT on the Wabasso Road Bridge, including short‐
term/long‐term suggestions, such as requests for:
o Railing along concrete wall
o Designated bike lanes
o Installation of raised pavement markers
o Installation of “3‐foot passing” signs
o Reconstruction of bridge as a “complete street”
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FDOT has an approved vertical fence (Index 810) attached to the back
of the traffic railing that can be used. This configuration has been
successfully crash‐tested, meets the requirements of TL‐3 criteria, and
can be used at this location. The approximate cost of the material and
installation is $85/LF.
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Stakeholder Coordination
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Regulatory signs that say “BIKES MAY USE FULL LANE” should be
installed on both sides of this bridge to notify both motorists and
bicyclists that bicycles may be present in the travel lanes and that
bicyclists have a legal right to occupy the travel lanes.

D

Report Structure

This RSA Findings Summary lists the location, observation overview,
suggestion for consideration, and responsible agency for each observation.
Observations and corresponding recommendations are assigned one of three
levels of effort categories—Low, Medium, and High:
“Low” improvements consist of basic improvements such as signs and
pavement markings that can generally be done with in‐house
maintenance forces.
“Medium” improvements are more involved and can typically be done
by pushbutton forces.
“High” improvements are the most involved in scope, may require
right‐of‐way and public involvement, and typically will require a work
program project to complete.

The Safety Office completed a preliminary investigation of
documented crashes on the bridge in the last five years and
determined that no crash pattern has emerged.
1/26/2016
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Introduction
Observations are also assigned one of three timeframe categories: Short‐
Term, Mid‐Term, and Long‐Term.

Generalized Observations
Bicycles were observed traversing the SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) bridge
along the 4‐foot‐wide paved shoulder. Due to the nature of the nearby
recreational and residential land uses, a large percentage of the cyclists are
“enthusiasts,” as depicted in Figure 2.

“Short‐term” recommendations can take weeks to implement.
“Mid‐term” recommendations can months to implement.
“Long‐term” recommendations can take years to implement.
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The observations and corresponding recommendations are grouped into spot
observations, corridorwide observations:
Spot observations relate to one issue at a single location.
Corridorwide observations relate to a recurring issue throughout a
study area.
The RSA Findings Details section includes field photos and images of
recommended items. Spot observations are shown in yellow. Figure 11 on
page 2 illustrates the relative location of observations on an aerial photo.

Study Corridor
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SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) is an east‐west 2‐lane undivided roadway with
12‐foot‐wide lanes and a speed limit of 40 miles per hour (mph). Nearby land
uses are recreational and residential. The Environmental Learning Center is
located on the southwest side, the Wabasso Causeway Park is to the west, and
residential communities are located on the west at Marsh Island Drive and the
east at Orchid Island Drive.
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Figure 2: Cyclist Traversing SR‐510 Bridge

The barrier wall on the bridge is 3 feet tall; the addition of a vertical fence per
FDOT Index 801 (Figure 3) would reduce the chance of a cyclist being
propelled off the bridge into the Indian River Lagoon. On September 27,
2014, a 16‐year‐old student cyclist was struck by a drunk driver on the 17th
Street bridge and propelled off the bridge into the Indian River Lagoon.

Figure 1 on page i shows the project location. According to the FDOT Synopsis
Report, SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) has approximately 11,900 daily
vehicles. The segment has a 4‐foot paved shoulder on both the north and
south sides of SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road). There are no signalized
intersections in the study area. The nearest signal to the west is US‐1
(approximately 1.2 miles) and A1A to the east (approximately 1.0 miles).

W
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Figure 3: Index 810 Railing
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Introduction
Although “SHARE THE ROAD” (W16‐1) signs are provided, most cyclist opt to
use the shoulder rather than take the 12‐foot travel lanes. There is an
opportunity to investigate a design variance for the 2‐lane segment for
restriping the 32‐foot cross‐section and provide 5‐foot bike lanes, as
illustrated in Figure 5, based on the design speed, local context and observed
safety and operational issues.

The lack of overhead or ambient lighting along the SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach
Road) corridor creates dark conditions at night on the bridge. According to
local bike advocacy groups, cyclists regularly begin rides as early at 4:00 AM. In‐
road illuminated raised pavement markings (IIRPM) (Figure 6) and/or audible
vibratory pavement markings (AVPM) could enhance the delineation of the
lane lines during those dark conditions. This low‐maintenance solar device is
on FDOT’s Innovative Product List as Developmental Specification 707.
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Figure 4: Existing 32‐foot Configuration
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Figure 6: Internally‐Illuminated Raised Pavement Markings

Debris was observed in various locations (Figure 7) along the bridge; removing
small obstructions such as debris affords cyclists the option to travel along
the paved shoulder in an unobstructed and continuous manner.
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Figure 7: Shoulder Debris on Bridge

Figure 5: Proposed 32‐foot Configuration
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Introduction
During field reviews, drivers appeared to be traveling in excess of the posted
40 mph speed limit. During both days of field reviews, law enforcement had
pulled over drivers east of the bridge near Fire/EMS Emergency Service Station
#11.
According to the Fire Chief, it is not uncommon for police to pull over a driver
who was exceeding the speed limit while coming down the bridge’s 4% slope.
Continued enforcement efforts and the addition of solar speed feedback
signs (Figure 8) on the downhill bridge terminus could further encourage
drivers to travel per the posted speed limit. Coordination should be
conducted with law enforcement about the placement of feedback signs
beyond the bridge’s terminus at locations on the shoulder beyond the bridge
that do not infringe on the cyclist travel path.
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Figure 9: Speed Feedback Sign Placement Locations
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The shoulder narrows on the north side of SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) west
of the bridge at a smaller bridge where the guardrail bows towards the road.
“NO PEDESTRIANS” signs are posted on the westbound approach, as shown in
Figure 10. Because of the increased speed of cyclists coming down the bridge,
this location provides an opportunity to realign the guardrail and pave the
grass section for this ~150‐foot crossing.
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Figure 8: Speed Feedback Sign
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Figure 10: Bridge to the West
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Introduction
Crash Data Analysis

Work Program Consideration

The segment along section 88050000 (SR‐510 Wabasso Beach Road) from mile
post 7.104 (Marsh Island Lane/Wabasso Island Lane) to 7.627 (Michael Creek
Drive) does not appear on the State of Florida’s high‐crash segment list (2011–
2013).

No upcoming work program projects were identified in FDOT’s Item Segment
Overview.

Crash data from January 2010 to December 2014 from the State Crash Analysis
Reporting System (CARS) were queried to review and identify any crash
patterns that could be addressed as part of the RSA recommendations. During
the 2010–2014 analysis period, no crashes were identified on SR‐510
(Wabasso Beach Road). According to Tom “Smokey” Vanoy, of the Fire Rescue
Station, the first responders from Emergency Station #11 have not reported
any crashes on the SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) bridge. Members of the
cycle group were asked to provide details of any unreported incidents in which
they have been involved.
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Safety recommendations resulting from this RSA focus on best practices and
proven countermeasures to be considered proactively.
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Road Safety Audit Findings Summary
ID
01
02
03
04

05
(a)
05
(b)
06

07

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)
barrier walls
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)
typical section
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)
pavement markings
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)
pavement markings

Spot Observation Overview:
A bicycle fatality occurred along SR‐656
(17th Street) nearby
12‐foot‐wide travel lanes with 4‐foot
shoulders and no bike lanes
No raised pavement markings along edge
lines
Corridor has no lighting and is dark at night;
bicyclists reported riding prior to sunrise

SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)

Speeding observed along 40 mph posted
speed zone
Speeding observed along 40 mph posted
speed zone
Right‐turn lanes with no keyholes

SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)
Turn lanes into Wabasso Causeway
Park along SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach
Road)
North side of SR‐510 (Wabasso
Beach Road) west of the bridge

Suggestions for Consideration:
Install fence along outside of existing 3‐foot
concrete barrier
Stripe 11‐foot‐wide travel lanes with 5‐foot
bike lanes
Install audible pavement markings

Assigned to:
FDOT

Provide in‐road illuminated raised pavement
markings along both sides of proposed bike
lane
Coordinate with law enforcement to continue
enforcement of posted speed
Install speed feedback sign, and conduct
speed study after narrowing lanes
Provide keyholes

FDOT
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“NO PEDESTRIANS” signs installed where
shoulder narrows

FDOT

D

Consider providing pedestrian bridge

FDOT

FDOT

FDOT
FDOT

FDOT
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Overview Map
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Figure 10: Project Overview
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Road Safety Audit Findings Details ‐ Spot Observations
ID
01

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) barrier walls

Spot Observation Overview:
A bicycle fatality occurred along SR‐656 (17th
Street) nearby

Suggestions for Consideration:
Install fence along outside of existing 3‐foot concrete
barrier

Spot Observation Details:

T
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A bicycle fatality occurred along SR‐656 (17th Street) Bridge on September 27, 2014; a 16‐
year‐old student cyclist was struck by a drunk driver and propelled off the bridge into the
Indian River Lagoon. Since the collision, the bike lane along SR‐656 has been modified to
include a buffer between through vehicles and cyclists.
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A 3‐foot‐tall barrier is provided along the edge of the SR‐510 (Wabasso Bridge Road) bridge
with no vertical fence. Local cycling groups requested that FDOT evaluate the bridge and
consider action to reduce the likelihood of an injury occurring along the SR‐510 (Wabasso
Bridge Road) bridge.

D

A review of long‐form crashes from CARS identified that no bicycle‐related crashes have been
reported along the SR‐510 (Wabasso Bridge Road) study area; vulnerable road‐user crashes
account for 26.8% of all severe injury crashes in Indian River County
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Suggestion Details:

Install vertical bridge fencing per FDOT Design Index 810 (Item Number 550‐10‐315). Fencing
along the bridge at the back of the barrier wall to minimize interference with cyclist handle
bars may reduce the potential of cyclists being propelled into the Indian River Lagoon and
reduce the severity of crashes.
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Strategies by FDOT and their partners to reduce the severity and frequency of vulnerable
road users (bicycles and pedestrians) is in line with the stated goals of the State’s Strategic
Highway Safety Plans (SHSP).

Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Pedestrian, Construction

Time Frame:
Mid Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
High

Comment:

D4 RSA Report: SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) Bridge
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ID
02

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) typical section

Spot Observation Overview:
12‐foot‐wide travel lanes with 4‐foot shoulders
and no bike lanes

Suggestions for Consideration:
Stripe 11‐foot‐wide travel lanes with 5‐foot bike lanes

Spot Observation Details:
Bicyclists were observed traversing the SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) bridge along the 4‐
foot‐wide paved shoulder. Due to the nature of the nearby recreational and residential land
uses, a large percentage of the cyclists are “enthusiasts.” Although “SHARE THE ROAD” signs
are provided, most cyclists opt to use the shoulder rather than taking the 12‐foot travel lanes.
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The RSA team noted debris in various locations along the bridge’s shoulder.

Suggestion Details:

A
R

D

Investigate obtaining a design variance to convert the 2‐lane cross‐section from 12‐foot‐wide
travel lanes with 4‐foot shoulders along the SR‐ 510 (Wabasso Bridge Road) bridge to 11‐foot‐
wide travel lanes and 5‐foot shoulders based on design speed, local context, and observed
safety and operational issues.
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Additionally, stripe the 5‐foot shoulder as a bike lane.
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According to the Crash Modification Factor (CMF) clearinghouse, reducing lane width from 12
feet to 11 feet has a potential overall crash increase of 2%; this increase potentially is
outweighed by the reported 35% decrease in bike crashes achieved by providing bike lanes.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Markings

Time Frame:
Mid Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
Medium

Comment:
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ID
03

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) pavement
markings

Spot Observation Overview:
No raised pavement markings along edge lines

Suggestions for Consideration:
Install audible pavement markings

Spot Observation Details:
Per the Florida SHSP, lane‐departure crashes occur primarily on rural 2‐lane roadways and
limited access roadways with narrow medians. The severity of these crashes is compounded
by the additive nature of vehicle speeds at the time of collision, especially when vehicles
collide with other vehicles traveling toward them as opposed to stationary objects. SR‐510
(Wabasso Beach Road) is a 2‐lane roadway with limited access, no median, no edge line
raised pavement markings (RPMs), and a speed limit of 40 mph.
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Suggestion Details:

A
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D

Provide audible vibratory pavement markings (AVPM) along the SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach
Road) to reduce potential lane‐departure crashes with oncoming vehicles and bicyclists. Note
that AVPMs are preferred by the cycle group to RPMs to delineate the edge line.
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Severe injury “lane departure” is a Florida Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) emphasis
area; lane‐departure crashes are over represented in Indian River County. Indian River
County’s State Highway System (SHS) roadways account for 5.1% of all lane‐departure
crashes as compared to 3.6% of Districtwide lane‐departure severe injury crashes.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Markings

Time Frame:
Mid Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
Mid Term

Comment:
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ID
04

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) pavement
markings

Spot Observation Overview:
Corridor has no lighting and is dark at night;
bicyclists reported riding prior to sunrise

Suggestions for Consideration:
Provide in‐road illuminated raised pavement markings
along both sides of proposed bike lane

Spot Observation Details:
There is no overhead lighting provided along the SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road) corridor.
According to local bike advocacy groups, cyclists begin rides as early at 4:00 AM, prior to
sunrise.
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Nighttime crashes along unlit segments of SHS roadways account for 39.3% of severe injury
crashes in Indian River County.

Suggestion Details:

A
R

D

Install in‐road illuminated raised pavement markings (IIRPM) along both sides of the bike lane
to provide better delineation of the bike lane along the SR‐510 (Wabasso Bridge Road) study
area for bicyclists during dark lighting conditions. This low‐maintenance solar device is on
FDOT’s Innovative Product List as Developmental Specification 707. Note that installation
requires a 2‐inch boring into the roadway; structures will have to be reviewed and approved
prior to installation. Crashes along unlighted SHS segments account for approximately 39% of
all severe injury crashes in Indian River County.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Lighting

Time Frame:
Mid Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
Medium

Comment:
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ID
05
(a)

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)

Spot Observation Overview:
Speeding observed along 40 mph posted speed
zone

Suggestions for Consideration:
Coordinate with law enforcement to continue enforcement
of posted speed

Spot Observation Details:
During the field reviews, drivers appeared to be traveling in excess of the posted 40 mph
speed limit. Law enforcement was seen during both field review days with drivers pulled over
east of the bridge. According to the Fire Chief, it is not uncommon for police to have
someone pulled over that exceeded the speed limit coming down the bridge’s slope near the
fire station.
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Per the FHWA, drivers who exceed the speed limit or drive too fast for ambient conditions are
involved in nearly one‐third of all fatal crashes.

Suggestion Details:

D

Coordinate with law enforcement to continue to conduct a targeted/enforcement education
campaign to encourage drivers to adhere to the posted speed limit.
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Speed‐related crashes account for approximately 3% of all Indian River County severe injury
crashes.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Signs, Other

Time Frame:
Short Term

EEE:
Enforcement

Level of Effort:
Low

Comment:
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ID
05
(b)

Location Description:
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)

Spot Observation Overview:
Speeding observed along 40 mph posted speed
zone

Suggestions for Consideration:
Install speed feedback sign, and conduct speed study after
narrowing lanes

Spot Observation Details:
During the field reviews, drivers appeared to be traveling in excess of the posted 40 mph
speed limit. Law enforcement was seen during both field review days with drivers pulled over
east of the bridge. According to the Fire Chief, it is not uncommon for police to have
someone pulled over that exceeded the speed limit coming down the bridge’s slope near the
fire station.
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Per the FHWA,drivers who exceed the speed limit or drive too fast for ambient conditions are
involved in nearly one‐third of all fatal crashes.

Suggestion Details:

D

Provide solar speed feedback signs along eastbound/westbound SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach
Road) to the east and west of the bridge.

G
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Consider conducting a speed study to determine if the feasibility of reduced regulatory
speeds are merited.
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Speed‐related crashes account for approximately 3% of all Indian River County severe injury
crashes.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Signs, Other

Time Frame:
Short Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
Low

Comment:
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ID
06

Location Description:
Turn lanes into Wabasso Causeway Park along
SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)

Spot Observation Overview:
Right‐turn lanes with no keyholes

Suggestions for Consideration:
Provide keyholes

Spot Observation Details:
The right‐turn lanes (both westbound and eastbound) at the entrance to the Wabasso
Causeway Park west of the study area do not have keyholes.
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Suggestion Details:

A
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D

Consider reducing bicycle / vehicle conflicts by proving keyholes at the right turn lanes per
FDOT Plans Preparation Manual (PPM) 8.4.2.1 and design standards index 17347.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Pedestrian, Markings

Time Frame:
Mid Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
Low

Comment:
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ID
07

Location Description:
North side of SR‐510 (Wabasso Beach Road)
west of the bridge

Spot Observation Overview:
“NO PEDESTRIANS” signs installed where shoulder
narrows

Suggestions for Consideration:
Consider providing pedestrian bridge

Spot Observation Details:
The RSA team noted a narrowing of the shoulder on the north side of SR‐510 (Wabasso
Bridge Road) west of the bridge’s study area where the guardrail bows towards the road. The
narrowing is compounded by a segment of grass between the edge line and guardrail. This is
a location at which cyclist traveling down the 4% grade of the bridge are traveling at elevated
speeds. There is a “NO PEDESTRIANS” sign posted westbound on the north side of the road. A
sidewalk is provided on the south side of SR‐510.
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Suggestion Details:

A
R

D

Maximize the cyclist travel path by realigning the guardrail parallel with bridge’s barrier wall;
also,pave the grass section between the edge line and guardrail.

G
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In the long term, consider reducing possible vehicle/pedestrian conflicts by providing a
separate pedestrian bridge on the north side of SR‐510 (Wabasso Bridge Road); the crossing is
approximately 150 feet long.
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Agency:
FDOT

Improvement Type:
Pedestrian,Construction

Time Frame:
Long Term

EEE:
Engineering

Level of Effort:
High

Comment:
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